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There has been an continuous trend towards upgrading the visual characteristics and printability of 

corrugated card board. Brand owners are requesting increasingly high-quality packaging for 

merchandising. For this reason, topliners are no longer grey but white covered or coated and the single-

coloured flexo print has been substituted by multi-coloured screen-flexo print or offset print with partially 

high-quality finishing.  

An ongoing of this trend is generally to be expected. Resulting from that, Sappi came up with the idea for 

a new product development, that is based on a combination or “Fusion” of a speciality paper that 

matches the industry’s technical requirements with an outstanding printing surface as it is applied in 

today’s high-quality graphic products. 

A topliner that matches these requirements is new to the market. In collaboration with card board 

manufacturers a specific goal has been defined and achieved accordingly: 

 Whiteness and printing surface: the CIE whiteness is at 121 %, the printability in flexo- and 

offset printing exceeds every typical liner in the card board industry in brilliance, attention to 

detail and print uniformity 

 Mechanical characteristics: the industry’s specific requirements regarding compression 

resistance (SCT), burst pressure and good folding/ creasability behaviour have been met. 

 Glueability: High affinity to glue with low absorbency rate. This leads to a reduced usage of glue 

by 30 %, thus quicker drying and better flatness. For the processor, this means: reduced energy 

for drying and glue costs, shorter drying time after lamination, a faster further processing with 

outstanding adhesion. 

 

 

 

 Fig.1) Realisation concept  

 


